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ON THE UNIT GROUP OF THE BURNSIDE RING AS A BISET
FUNCTOR FOR SOME SOLVABLE GROUPS
JAMISON BARSOTTI
Abstract. The theory of bisets has been very useful in progress towards
settling the longstanding question of determining units for the Burnside ring.
In 2006 Bouc used bisets to settle the question for p-groups. In this paper,
we provide a standard basis for the unit group of the Burnside ring for groups
that contain a abelian subgroups of index two. We then extend this result
to groups G, where G has a normal subgroup, N , of odd index, such that N
contains an abelian subgroups of index 2. Next, we study the structure of
the unit group of the Burnside ring as a biset functor, B× on this class of
groups and determine its lattice of subfunctors. We then use this to determine
the composition factors of B× over this class of groups. Additionally, we give
a sufficient condition for when the functor B×, defined on a class of groups
closed under subquotients, has uncountably many subfunctors.
Keywords: finite group; representation theory; biset functor; Burnside ring
1. Introduction
If G is a finite group, recall that the unit group of the Burnside ring, denoted by
B×(G), is always an elementary abelian 2-group. It has been studied extensively by
Yoshida ([10]), Matsuda ([5], [6]), Yalc¸ın ([8]), and Bouc ([2]), although its rank for
a general finite group is still unknown. In [2] Bouc succeeded in computing B×(G)
for the case where G is a p-group using the theory of bisets. This is obtained
through realizing the unit group of the Burnside ring as a biset functor, B×, on the
biset category for finite groups C (see Definition 2.3).
The main results of this paper continue in the tradition of Bouc’s results for
B× on p-groups. Matsuda had previously determined B×(G) for G abelian and G
dihedral [5]. Theorem 5.10 finds a standard basis for B×(G) when G has an abelian
subgroup of index 1 or 2 and can be thought of as a generalization and merger of
Matsuda’s results placed in the context of bisets. Corollary 5.12 then extends this
computation to B×(G) when G contains a normal subgroups of odd index, that has
an abelian subgroup of index 1 or 2. We then turn our attention to Theorem 7.2,
which computes the lattice of subfunctors of B× in the full subcategory of the biset
category of finite groups C, consisting of such groups, which denote by C′, as well
as determining its composition factors (Theorem 7.9). The overall goal would be
a theory of structure and computation for B× when G is solvable. Viewed in this
way, this paper may be considered as progress in this direction.
If D is a subcategory of C that is closed under subquotients, an interesting
consequence of Theorem 7.2 is Corollary 7.4, which gives a sufficient condition on
D, for when B×, defined on D, will have uncountably many subfunctors. In fact,
Theorem 7.6 shows this is a necessary condition if D ⊂ C′. It is natural then to
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ask if we can relax the condition that D ⊂ C′ and still have the same necessary
condition for D. If not, what other conditions do we need for the general case?
As an application of these results, Theorem 8.2 computes the F2-dimension for
the simple biset functors SG,F2(H) for various finite groups G and H . In Exam-
ple 8.3 and Example 8.4, we make these computations explicit when G is trivial or
certain dihedral groups and H is a dihedral group. We connect this to the expo-
nential map εG : B(G) → B×(G), studied in particular by Bouc ([2]) and Yalc¸ın
([8]), and determine when it is surjective for the finite groups we focus on in Corol-
lary 8.7. In particular, Corollary 8.8 gives a numerical characterization for when
εD2n is surjective for dihedral groups D2n.
Acknowledgments: The material in this paper is based on work done towards
the author’s Ph.D. thesis. The author would like to acknowledge and thank his
advisor, Robert Boltje, whose patience, support, and encouragement where instru-
mental in the writing of this paper. The author would also like to thank Serge
Bouc, who supplied the author with helpful ideas. In particular, it was on Bouc’s
suggestion that Theorem 5.10 could be extended to a larger class of groups using
Proposition 6.5 in [2].
The author would also like to thank the referee for many helpful suggestions. In
particular, the suggestion for the name of the the groups in Definition 5.6.
2. preliminaries
Given a finite group G, recall the Burnside ring of G, which we denote by B(G),
is defined to be the Grothendieck ring of isomorphism classes of finite (left) G-sets,
with respect to the operations disjoint union and cartesian product. If we just look
at the underlying abelian group structure, we call it the Burnside group of G. If
X is a G-set, we will denote the image of X in B(G) as [X ]. Given a left G-set
X , we can view it as a right G-set, via the action x · g = g−1x, for all x ∈ X and
g ∈ G, and vice versa. If G and H are both finite groups and X is a left G-set
and a right H-set such that, (gx)h = g(xh) for any x ∈ X , g ∈ G, and h ∈ H ,
then we say X is a (G,H)-biset. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
(G,H)-bisets and left G×H-sets, so we set the Burnside group of (G,H)-bisets to
be B(G,H) := B(G×H).
Remark 2.1 ([3], 2.3.9). Elementary Bisets. Let G be a finite group. The
following bisets are called elementary bisets. We will make use of them frequently.
• If H is a subgroup of G, then the set G is an (H,G)-biset given by the
usual left and right multiplication in G and is denoted by ResGH . We call
this restriction from G to H .
• If H is a subgroup of G, then the set G is a (G,H)-biset given by the usual
left and right multiplication in G. It is denoted by IndGH . We call this
induction from H to G.
• If N is a normal subgroup of G, then the set G/N is a (G,G/N)-biset
given by the usual multiplication on the right and projection to G/N then
multiplication on the left. It is denoted InfGG/N . We call this inflation from
G/N to G.
• If N is a normal subgroup of G, then the set G/N is a (G/N,G)-biset
given by the usual multiplication on the left and projection to G/N then
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multiplication on the right. It is denoted DefGG/N . We call this deflation
from G to G/N .
• If f : G → H is a group isomorphism, then the set H is an (H,G)-biset,
where the left action is usual multiplication, and the right action is given
by multiplication of the image through f , denoted by Iso(f) or IsoGH if the
isomorphism is clear from the context.
We abusively use the same notation for the images of elementary bisets in their
respective Burnside groups.
The elementary bisets satisfy various relations which are summarized in [3]. We
list a few of the ones pertinent to this paper for reference.
Remark 2.2. ([3], 1.1.3)
(1) Transitivity of relations:
(a) If K ≤ H ≤ G, then
ResHK ◦ Res
G
H = Res
G
K ∈ B(K,G),
IndGH ◦ Ind
H
K = Ind
G
K ∈ B(G,K).
(b) If N and M are normal subgroups of G with N ≤M , then
InfGG/N ◦ Inf
G/N
G/M = Inf
G
G/M ∈ B(G,G/M),
Def
G/N
G/M ◦Def
G
G/N = Def
G
G/M ∈ B(G/M,G).
Here, Inf
G/N
G/M := Inf
G/N
(G/N)/(M/N) ◦ Iso(α
−1) and Def
G/N
G/M := Iso(α) ◦
Def
G/N
(G/N)/(M/N) where α : (G/N)/(M/N) → G/M is the canonical
isomorphism.
(2) Commutativity relations:
(a) (Mackey formula) If H and K are subgroups of G, then
ResGH ◦ Ind
G
K =
∑
x∈[H\G/K]
IndHH∩ xK ◦ Iso(γx) ◦ Res
K
Hx∩K ,
where [H\G/K] is a set of representatives of (H,K)-double cosets in
G, and γx : H
x ∩K → H ∩ xK is the group isomorphism induced by
conjugation by x.
(b) If H is a subgroup of G and N is a normal subgroup of G such that
N 6 H , then
IndGH ◦ Inf
H
H/N = Inf
G
G/N ◦ Ind
G/N
H/N .
Let G, H , and K be finite groups, X a (G,H)-biset, and Y is an (H,K)-biset.
We set X ×H Y to be the set of H-obits of the H-set X × Y with the action
h · (x, y) = (xh−1, hy), for any h ∈ H and (x, y) ∈ X×Y . We then let X×H Y take
on the natural action from G × K. Elements of X ×H Y are denoted by (x,H y).
The operation ×H induces a bilinear map from B(G,H)×B(H,K)→ B(G,K).
Definition 2.3 ([3], 3.1.1). The biset category C of finite groups is the category
defined as follows:
• The objects of C are finite groups.
• If G and H are finite groups, then HomC(G,H) = B(H,G).
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• If G,H , and K are finite groups, then the composition v ◦ u of morphisms
u ∈ HomC(G,H) and v ∈ HomC(H,K) is equal to v ×H u.
• For any finite group G, the identity morphism of G in C is equal to [G].
Remark 2.4. The elementary bisets induce a presentation of C, ([3], Remark
3.1.2). In particular, given any two objects G,H ∈ C, for any α ∈ B(G,H) that
is the image of a transitive (G,H)-biset, there is a subquotient A/B of G and a
subquotient C/D of H , and an isomorphism f : C/D ∼= A/B such that
α = IndGA ◦ Inf
A
A/B ◦ Iso(f) ◦Def
D
C/D ◦ Res
H
C .
If R is a commutative ring with identity and D is a preadditive subcategory of
C, then the category RD is the category whose objects are the same as D and if G
and H are two objects in RD, then HomRD(G,H) = R ⊗Z HomD(G,H). A biset
functor on D with values in RMod is an R-linear functor from RD to RMod ([3],
43). The category of biset functors on D with values in RMod whose morphisms
are natural transformations is denoted by FD,R. It is straightforward to verify that
FD,R is an abelian category. For more information, see Proposition 3.2.8 of [3].
For the rest of the paper, we will mostly consider subcategories D ⊂ C that
satisfy the following definition.
Definition 2.5 ([3], 4.1.7, page 55). A class D of finite groups is said to be closed
under taking subquotients if any group isomorphic to a subquotient of an object of
D is in D.
A subcategory D of C is said to be replete if it is a full subcategory whose class
of objects is closed under taking subquotients.
2.1. Simple biset functors.
Suppose R is commutative ring with identity and D is a preadditive subcategory.
If F is an object in FD,R, (i.e. a biset functor on D with values in RMod) we say
that F is a simple biset functor if it is a simple object in FD,R.
Proposition 2.6 ([3], 4.2.2). Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let D
be a replete subcategory of C, let D′ be a full subcategory of D.
If F is a simple object of FD,R, then the restriction of F to RD
′ is either the zero
object or a simple object of FD′,R.
Recall that the double Burnside ring of G over R is the endomorphism algebra
EG := EndRD(G) = RB(G,G).
Proposition 2.7 ([3], 4.3.2). Let R be a commutative ring with identity, and D a
replete subcategory of C. If G is an object of D, denote IG to be the R-submodule
of EG generated by all endomorphisms of G which can be factored through some
object H of D with |H | < |G|. Then IG is a two sided ideal of EG, and there is a
decomposition
EG = AG ⊕ IG
where AG is an R-subalgebra, isomorphic to the group algebra ROut(G) of the group
of outer automorphisms of G.
Remark 2.8. We briefly recall the parametrization of simple biset functor on a
replete subcategory D of C. Full details can be found in chapter 4 of [3]:
If S is a simple object of FD,R, then there is a minimal object G of D, with respect
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to order, such that S(G) 6= {0} is a simple EG/IG ∼= ROut(G)-module, and for
any object H in D such that S(H) 6= {0}, G is isomorphic to a subquotient of H .
Conversely, if G is an object of D and V is a simple ROut(G)-module, then there is
a simple object of FD,R, which we denote by SG,V , such that SG,V (G) ∼= V and for
any object H in D, SG,V (H) 6= 0 implies that G is isomorphic to a subquotient of
H . Two simple objects in FD,R, SG,V and SG′,V ′ are isomorphic if and only if there
is a group isomorphism ϕ : G → G′ and an R-module isomorphism ψ : V → V ′
such that for all v ∈ V , and all a ∈ Out(G), ψ(a · v) = (ϕaϕ−1) · ψ(v).
2.2. Composition factors.
Definition 2.9. Let D be a preadditive subcategory of C. Suppose F is an object
of FD,R. A simple functor S is a composition factor of F if there are subfunctors
F ′′ ⊂ F ′ ⊂ F on RD, such that F ′/F ′′ ∼= S.
If G is a finite group we let C⊑G denote the full subcategory of C whose objects
are subquotients of G.
Definition 2.10 ([7]). Let G be an object of D and F an object of FD,R. The
functor F has a composition series over G if there is a series of subfunctors
0 = T0 ⊆ B1 ⊂ T1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Bm ⊂ Tm ⊆ Bm+1 = F
such that
• Ti/Bi is a simple functor, whose restriction to C⊑G is nonzero for all i =
1 . . . ,m.
• ResDC⊑G
(Bi+1/Ti) = 0 for all i = 0, . . . ,m.
If such a composition series exists, we will call the set of simple functors Ti/Bi
together with their multiplicities the composition factors of F over G.
Proposition 2.11 ([7], Proposition 3.1). Let G be a fixed object of RD and F
a biset functor on RD. If F has a composition series over G, then any other
composition series over G of F has the same length and the composition factors
over G (taken with multiplicities) are the same.
Theorem 2.12 ([1], Theorem 2.42). If R is a field then every biset functor on RD
with values in the category of finitely generated R-modules Rmod has a composition
series over G, for all objects G in RD.
Suppose R is a field and F is a biset functor on D with values in Rmod. If S is
a composition factor of F , then there is an object G of RD and simple ROut(G)-
module V , such that S ∼= SG,V . It follows from Theorem 2.12 that S will be a
composition factor of F over G. We can then define the multiplicity of S as a
composition factor of F to be the number of times it shows up as a composition
factor of F over G. Note that choosing a different parametrization for S ∼= SG′,V ′
would result in the same multiplicity, since G ∼= G′ and thus C⊑G and C⊑G′ are the
same subcategory of C.
3. Idempotents of RB(G,G)
For this section, we will assume D is a replete subcategory of C.
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Definition 3.1 ([3], Definition 6.2.4). Let G be a finite group. If N is a normal
subgroup of G, let fGN denote the element of RB(G,G) defined by
fGN =
∑
N≤MEG
µEG(N,M)[Inf
G
G/N ×G/N Def
G
G/N ]
where µEG is the Mo¨bius function of the poset of normal subgroups of G.
Proposition 3.2 ([3], Proposition 6.2.7). Let G be a finite group. Then the ele-
ments fGN , for N EG, are mutually orthogonal idempotents of RB(G,G) and∑
NEG
fGN = IdG.
Notation 3.3 ([3], Definition and Notation 6.3.1). Let F be a biset functor, and
let G be an object of D. The set of faithful elements of F (G) is the R-submodule
∂F (G) = fG1 F (G)
of F (G).
If F is a biset functor, then for any object G of D, we can use these idempotents
to decompose F (G) as an R-module. In particular, we have the following results.
Lemma 3.4 ([3], Proposition 6.3.2). Let F be a biset functor and G an object of
D.
(1) If 1 < N EG, and u ∈ F (G/N), then fG1 Inf
G
G/Nu = 0.
(2) F (G) = ∂F (G)⊕
∑
1<NEG ImInf
G
G/N .
(3) ∂F (G) =
⋂
1<NEGKerDef
G
G/N .
Proposition 3.5 ([3], Proposition 6.3.3). Let F be a biset functor, and G be an
object of D. Then the map δ : F (G)→ ⊕NEG∂F (G/N) defined by
δ(u) =
⊕
NEG
f
G/N
1 Def
G
G/Nu
is an isomorphism of abelian groups. The inverse isomorphism is the map ι defined
by
ι

⊕
NEG
vN

 =
∑
NEG
InfGG/NvN .
4. The unit group of the Burnside ring as a biset functor
If R is a commutative ring and D is a replete subcategory, we define the Burnside
functor on RD to be RB := HomRD(1,−). If R = Z, then B is equivalent to the
functor that takes an object G of D to its Burnside ring.
Recall that a consequence of Burnside’s Theorem is that the Burnside ring of a
finite group G, B(G), has an embedding into Z|SG| with finite cokernel, where SG
is a representative set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. This embedding is
induced by the map that takes a finite G-set X , to the column vector (|XH |)H∈SG .
We abusively use the notation |aH | when a ∈ B(G) and H ∈ SG, to denote the
value of this embedding in the H entry. This embedding is called the ghost map
of B(G) and its codomain, Z |SG|, is called the ghost ring of B(G). Throughout
this paper, we identify B(G) with its image in the ghost ring. When determining
elements of B(G), it is often useful to work inside the ghost ring.
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It is useful to recall that if H and S are subgroups of G, then |[G/H ]S | = 0
unless gSg−1 6 H for some g ∈ G and |[G/H ]H | = [NG(H) : H ].
One consequence of the embedding of B(G) into its ghost ring is that B(G)× is an
elementary abelian 2-group. Although, determining the exact number of elements
is difficult, in general. However, we may view the unit group of the Burnside ring as
a biset functor over D. This gives us various maps between unit groups of Burnside
rings. For the paper at hand we will only need an explicit formulation of how these
maps work between ghost rings of Burnside rings of finite groups. The theoretical
groundwork for this biset functor can be found in Section 11.2 of [3].
Definition 4.1 ([3], 11.2.17). Let G and H be finite groups and U be a finite
(H,G)-biset. For u ∈ U and L 6 H , let
Lu := {g ∈ G| ∃ l ∈ L, l · u = u · g}.
Then Lu is a subgroup of G. If a ∈ B(G), then define
TU (a) =

 ∏
u∈[L\U/G]
|aL
u
|


L∈SH
where [L\U/G] is a set of representatives of L\U/G.
Theorem 4.2 ([3], Corollary 11.2.21). There exists a unique biset functor B× on
C such that B×(G) = B(G)×, for any finite group G, and
B×(U) = TU : B
×(G)→ B×(H)
for any finite groups G and H, and any finite (H,G)-biset U .
We then, of course, restrict B× to the replete subcategory D. It is worth com-
puting the maps TU when U is an elementary biset.
Remark 4.3. Suppose G is a finite group, H is a subgroup of G, and N is a normal
subgroup of G. If U is either ResGH or Inf
G
G/N , then TU is equal to the maps B(U)
restricted to their respective unit groups. For U = IndGH , we denote Ten
G
H := TU .
If L is a subgroup of G and x ∈ G then, viewing x as a point in the (G,H)-biset
G, we have Lx = x−1Lx ∩H and
(1) TenGH(a) =

 ∏
x∈[L\G/H]
|a(x
−1Lx∩H)|


L∈SG
for any a ∈ B×(H). If V = DefGG/N , then for any b ∈ B
×(G) and any subgroup
K/N of G/N , we have
|TV (b)
K/N | = |bK | = |(bN )K/N |,
where bN denotes the element in B×(G/N) induced by taking N -fixed points on G-
sets. Thus TV : B
×(G) → B×(G/N) is the map induced by taking N -fixed points
on G-sets. In particular, if u ∈ ∂B×(G), then by Lemma 3.4, u is in kernel of all
nontrivial deflation maps. This happens if and only if |uK | = 1 for all subgroups
K in G that contain a nontrivial normal subgroup of G.
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5. groups with abelian subgroups of index 1 or 2
Since B(G) can be embedded into Z|SG| and this embedding has finite cokernel,
extending scalars by Q we have
QB(G) := Q⊗Z B(G) ∼= Q
|SG|,
The following theorem gives a formula for the primitive idempotents of QB(G)
in terms of basis elements of B(G). It was originally proved by Gluck ([4]) and
independently by Yoshida ([9]).
Theorem 5.1 ([3], Theorem 2.5). Let G be a finite group. If H is a subgroup of
G, denote by eGH the element of QB(G) defined by
eGH =
1
|NG(H)|
∑
K≤H
|K|µ(K,H)[G/K],
where µ is the Mo¨bius function of the poset of subgroups of G. Then, eGH=e
G
K if and
only if H =G K, and the elements e
G
H for H ∈ SG are the primitive idempotents of
the Q-algebra QB(G). Moreover, for H,K ∈ SG one has (eGH)
K = 1 if K = H and
(eGH)
K = 0 if H 6= K.
Notice that for any element u ∈ QB(G), one has ueGH = |u
H |eGH , hence u =∑
H∈SG
|uH |eGH . For u ∈ B
×(G), we set [Fu] := {S ∈ SG||uH | = −1}. If u = [G/G],
then [Fu] is the empty set. We then can write
(2) u = [G/G]−
∑
K∈[Fu]
2eGK .
Lemma 5.2 ([2], Lemma 6.8). Let G be a finite group with |Z(G)| > 2, then
∂B×(G) is trivial.
We immediately obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.3. Let G be an abelian group, then ∂B×(G) is trivial if |G| > 2.
We will make use of Lemma 5.2 to determine ∂B×(G) for groups G with abelian
subgroups of index 2. We begin with a reduction lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose C2 acts on an abelian group G by automorphisms. Let x
denote the generator for C2. Suppose |GC2 | ≤ 2. Then x acts by inversion on the
odd part G2′ of G, and one of the following hold:
(i) G2 is cyclic and x acts by inversion on G2.
(ii) G2 is cyclic of order 2
n ≥ 8 and if g ∈ G2, then xg = g2
n−1−1.
(iii) G2 ∼= C2n × C2 = 〈a, b|a2
n
= b2 = [a, b] = 1〉, with xb = a2
n−1
b and
xa = aebε, with e ∈ {2n − 1, 2n−1 − 1} and ε ∈ {0, 1}.
Proof. Let g ∈ G and set z = xgg. Note that z ∈ GC2 . If g has odd order, then
so does z. Thus x acts by inversion on g, otherwise |GC2 | > 2. If G2 is cyclic of
order 2n, choose g to be a generator and write xg = gd, with 1 ≤ d ≤ 2n. We may
assume that z2 = 1, hence 2n divides 2(d + 1). This implies that d = 2n − 1 or
d = 2n−1 − 1, which correspond to cases (i) and (ii) respectively.
Now assume that G2 is not cyclic. If G2 ∼= V4 then the statement follows by the
constraint that |GC2 | ≤ 2. Assume then that G2 ≇ V4. Let P be the subgroup of G2
generated by elements of order 2. In particular, P is an F2 vector space of dimension
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equal to the 2-rank of G2. Let Tx denote the linear transformation on P induced by
the action of x on G. Then Tx has minimal polynomial dividing (λ+1)
2. Thus, if P
has dimension greater than 2, the eigenspace for λ = 1 has at least dimension 2, thus
|GC2 | > 2. So we may assume that G2 = C2n×C2m = 〈a, b | a2
n
= b2
m
= [a, b] = 1〉,
with n > 1. Write xa = aebε. If z = xaa, then we may again assume that z2 = 1.
Thus e ∈ {2n − 1, 2n−1 − 1}, and b2ε = 1. Thus x(a2) ∈ 〈a2〉 and a2
n−1
∈ GC2 .
Similarly, we get b2
m−1
∈ GC2 . Thus if m > 1 or xb = b, we have |GC2 | > 2. The
result follows. 
Recall from the end of Remark 4.3 that an element u ∈ B×(G) is a faithful
element if and only if |uK | = 1 for any K 6 G that contains a nontrivial normal
subgroup of G. We will use this without citation through the end of the section.
Lemma 5.5. Let G = C2 ⋉N where N is an abelian group of order greater than
2. Suppose C2 acts on N by inversion and that N2 is cyclic. Then ∂B
×(G) has
F2-dimension 1. More precisely: If N2 is trivial, then ∂B
×(G) is generated by the
element
ΦG = [G/G] + [G/1]− 2[G/I],
where I is a representative of the unique conjugacy class of subgroups of order 2 in
G. If N2 is nontrivial, then ∂B
×(G) is generated by the element
ΦG = [G/G] + [G/1]− [G/I]− [G/J ],
where I and J are representatives of the two non-central conjugacy classes of sub-
groups of order 2.
Proof. Let x be the generator of C2 and let u ∈ ∂B×(G). Then |uS | = 1 for
any subgroup S 6 G which contains a nontrivial normal subgroup. Note that any
subgroup of N is normal in G. Let S 6 G with |uS | = −1. Then S ∩N is trivial.
This means that S is a noncentral subgroup of order 2 or trivial.
Suppose N2 is trivial. By Sylow’s theorem, G has a unique conjugacy class of
subgroups of order 2. Let I = 〈x〉. By Theorem 5.1 and Equation 2 we may write
u = [G/G] + α[G/1] + β[G/I],
with α, β ∈ Z. Since Z(G) is trivial, I is self-normalizing. Taking fixed points of I
and the trivial subgroup, we get β + 1 = ±1 and |G|2 β + |G|α + 1 = ±1. The only
integer solutions are α = β = 0 and α = 1 and β = −2.
Suppose that N2 is nontrivial and cyclic. Let y denote the generator of N2.
Set I = 〈x〉 and J = 〈xy〉. Since I 6=G J , we know that G has at least two
conjugacy classes of noncentral subgroups of order 2. Further, since NG(I) =
Z(G)I, NG(J) = Z(G)J , and |Z(G)| = 2, we have |NG(J)| = |NG(I)| = 4. Thus
[G : NG(J)] = [G : NG(I)] =
|N |
2 . Since every noncentral subgroup of order 2 is
of the form 〈xn〉 with n ∈ N , we see that G has exactly two conjugacy classes of
noncentral subgroups of order 2. Again by Theorem 5.1 and Equation 2, we may
write
u = [G/G] + α[G/1] + β[G/I] + γ[G/J ],
where α, β, γ ∈ Z. Since |NG(I)/I| = |NG(J)/J | = 2, taking fixed points of I, J and
the trivial subgroup, we have 2β+1 = ±1, 2γ+1 = ±1, and |G|2 β+
|G|
2 γ+|G|α+1 =
±1. The only integer solutions are α = β = γ = 0 and α = 1, β = γ = −1 and the
result follows. 
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Notation and Definition 5.6. We will refer to groups as described in Lemma 5.5
as pseudodihedral. We will frequently abuse this definition and say a group is pseu-
dodihedral if it is isomorphic to a pseudodihedral group. If G is trivial, isomorphic
to a cyclic group of order 2, or isomorphic to an pseudodihedral group, then ∂B×(G)
is generated by a unique nontrivial element. We will denote this element as ΦG.
Remark 5.7. If G is the trivial group, then ΦG = −1. If G = C2, then ΦG
can be characterized by its image in the ghost ring, which is given by |Φ
{1}
G | = 1
and |ΦC2G | = −1. Similarly, if G is pseudodihedral, then Lemma 5.5 tells us that
|ΦXG | = −1 if and only if X is a noncentral subgroup of G, of order 2.
It is straightforward to verify that any subgroup or any quotient group of a pseu-
dodihedral group will be either pseudodihedral or abelian. Equivalently, this means
that any subquotient of a pseudodihedral group is either abelian or pseudodihedral.
This is analogous to a property dihedral groups have.
Suppose G = C2 ⋉ N is pseudodihedral and x is a generator for C2. With the
exception where G ∼= D8, the subgroup N is the unique abelian subgroup with
index 2. However, for the case of D8, the subgroup N can be specified as the
unique cyclic subgroup of index 2. Notice that every element of G − N is of the
form xn for some n ∈ N . Thus, every element of G−N conjugates elements of N
by inversion and every element of G−N has order 2.
Lemma 5.8. Suppose G is abelian or pseudodihedral. If S E G is a normal sub-
group of G, then there is some X 6 G such that G/S ∼= X. Moreover, for every
pseudodihedral subgroup of Y 6 G, there is a quotient of G isomorphic to Y .
Proof. This is trivial if G is abelian, so we consider the case where G is pseudodi-
hedral. If S is equal to G, or trivial, or if G/S has order 2, then the result is clear.
Assume that S is nontrivial and that |G/S| > 2. Since G is pseudodihedral, we let
N denote the unique abelian subgroup (in the case G ∼= D8, we let N denote the
unique cyclic subgroup) of index 2 in G. We first prove that S < N . For the sake
of contradiction, suppose that x ∈ S, such that x 6∈ N . Notice that x will have
order 2, conjugation by x inverts elements of N , and S = 〈x,N ∩ S〉. Because of
our assumption that [G : S] > 2, we can deduce that [N : S ∩N ] > 2. Thus, there
is some n ∈ N such that n2 6∈ S ∩N . The subgroup S is normal in G, so we have
that n−1xn = xn2 ∈ S and so x(xn2) = n2 ∈ S, which is a contradiction. So S is
contained in N .
Since N is abelian, there exists X ′ 6 N such that N/S = N ∼= X ′, where we use
the notation g to denote the image of g ∈ G in the canonical projection ofG→ G/S,
and set X = 〈x,X ′〉, where x is any element not in N . Write G/S = 〈x,N〉. We
see that G/S is pseudodihedral or isomorphic to C2 × C2, since conjugation by x
inverts elements of N , the subgroup N is abelian, the two part N2 of N is cyclic,
and 〈x〉 ∩N is trivial. Similarly one verifies X is pseudodihedral or isomorphic to
C2 × C2. Since N ∼= X
′, then G/S ∼= X .
To prove the last statement, consider that if Y is a pseudodihedral subgroup
of G, then Y = 〈xn, Y ∩ N〉, for some n ∈ N . Since N is abelian, there is some
subgroup M 6 N , such that Y ∩N ∼= N/M . Moreover, x acts by inversion on N ,
hence M EG. Thus G/M ∼= Y . 
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Proposition 5.9. Suppose G is a finite group. If N < G is an abelian subgroup
with [G : N ] = 2, then exactly one of the following hold: ∂B×(G) is trivial, G is
isomorphic to C2, or G is isomorphic to a pseudodihedral group.
Proof. If N is trivial or of order 2, then G is abelian and we are done by Corol-
lary 5.3. We will now suppose that |N | > 2. Let x ∈ G be an element whose image
generates G/N , then 〈x,N〉 = G. Denote x2 = z and note that z ∈ N , in fact
z ∈ Z(G). We may assume that z2 = 1, otherwise the result holds by Lemma 5.2.
We may also assume x 6∈ Z(G), otherwise the result holds by Corollary 5.3. Since
N is abelian, conjugation by x induces an action of G/N on N . Any element of
N fixed by this action will be in the center of G. Therefore, by Lemma 5.2, we
may assume that we are in one of the three cases described in Lemma 5.4. Note
that Lemma 5.4 also allows us to assume N2 is nontrivial, otherwise z = 1 and
G = 〈x〉⋉N is pseudodihedral.
Our first goal is to show that if ∂B×(G) is nontrivial, then G is isomorphic to
D8 or N has a complement in G. Suppose u ∈ ∂B×(G) is any nontrivial element.
By Equation 2 we can write
u = [G/G]−
∑
K∈[Fu]
2eGK ,
where [Fu] = {S ∈ SG||uS | = −1}. If u is nontrivial, then [Fu] is nonempty.
Recall that for any S ∈ [Fu], the subgroup S does not contain a nontrivial normal
subgroup of G. Choose S to be a maximal element of [Fu], then, by Theorem 5.1,
the coefficient in front of [G/S] in β =
∑
K∈[Fu]
2eGK is equal to
2
[NG(S):S]
. Since
β ∈ B(G), 2[NG(S):S] is an integer. Thus, [NG(S) : S] ≤ 2. If S is trivial, then
NG(S) = G and [NG(S) : S] > 4, since N is nontrivial. Thus S is not trivial.
If S 6 N , then [N : S] ≤ [NG(S) : S] ≤ 2. The subgroup S cannot be a
normal subgroup, since |uS | = −1. Thus [N : S] = 2. Since S does not contain
a nontrivial normal subgroup of G, we may assume that N2′ is trivial, so N must
be a 2-group. Consider each of the three cases in Lemma 5.4 applied here. For the
first two cases, when N is cyclic, the unique subgroup of order two in N is fixed by
the action of G/N . Any maximal subgroup of N will contain this subgroup, which
contradicts our assumption that S contains no nontrivial normal subgroup of G.
Now, consider the third case of Lemma 5.4, where N = 〈a, b|a2
n
= b2 = [a, b] = 1〉,
with xb = a2
n−1
b and xa = aebε, with e ∈ {2n−1, 2n−1−1} and ε ∈ {0, 1}. Assume
for now that n > 1. Thus a2
n−1
6= 1 is fixed by the action of G/N . If S 6= 〈a〉,
then S〈a〉 = N implies that S ∩ 〈a〉 is nontrivial since |N | ≥ 8. In either case,
〈a2
n−1
〉 < S and S contains a nontrivial normal subgroup of G.
If N ∼= C2 × C2, then |G| = 8. Thus G is either abelian or isomorphic to D8,
since the quaternion group does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to C2 × C2.
Hence G ∼= D8 or S 6 N .
If G 6∼= D8, then we can assume that S 6 N . Thus, there is some element
in S of the form xa where a ∈ N . Recall that any element of G − N is of the
form xb or x−1b for some b ∈ N . Note that since xN = x−1N , so conjugation
by x and x−1 induce the same action. Since N is abelian, it follows that, for any
h ∈ N , xah = xbh = x
−1bh. This implies S contains all G-conjugates of N ∩ S. In
particular, x(N ∩ S)(N ∩ S) 6 S is a normal subgroup of G. Since S contains no
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nontrivial normal subgroup of G, we may assume that N ∩ S = {1}. This implies
that |S| = 2 and thus, is a complement to N and G = S ⋉N .
We now prove that if ∂B×(G) is nontrivial, then G = S ⋉N is pseudodihedral.
Notice that in the previous paragraph, we showed that any maximal element of [Fu]
must be a noncentral subgroup of order 2. Let y be a generator of S. We only need
to consider cases (ii) and (iii) from Lemma 5.4, otherwise G is pseudodihedral.
Note that NG(S) = CG(y)S = Z(G)S. This establishes that S is contained in a
conjugacy class of size |G|4 . Each noncentral subgroup of order 2 is generated by an
element of the form ym ∈ G for some unique m ∈ N . Since each conjugacy class
of noncentral subgroups of order 2 must also have size |G|4 =
|N |
2 , there are at most
two such classes. There will only be two conjugacy classes of noncentral subgroups
of order 2 if every element of the form ym ∈ G, where m ∈ N has order 2. It is
easy to verify that this is not so for each of the cases (ii) and (iii) from Lemma 5.4.
Thus by Theorem 5.1 we can write
u = [G/G] + α[G/1] + β[G/S],
for some integers α and β. Considering fixed points of S and and the trivial group
produces equations of the form 2β + 1 = ±1 and |G|2 β + |G|α + 1 = ±1. Because
G is not abelian, |G| > 4 and the only integer solutions are α = β = 0. The result
follows. 
Theorem 5.10. Let G be a finite group with an abelian subgroup of index 1 or 2.
Let N denote the set of normal subgroups of G such that G/N is trivial, isomorphic
to C2, or isomorphic to a pseudodihedral group. Then {Inf
G
G/N (ΦG/N )}N∈N is a
basis for B×(G).
Proof. Note that factor groups of G will also have abelian subgroups of index 1 or
2. If N is normal in G, then Corollary 5.3, Proposition 5.5, and Proposition 5.9
altogether imply that ∂B×(G/N) is either trivial or generated by ΦG/N . We can
apply Proposition 3.5 to G and the result follows. 
We remark that this generalizes and unifies some of Matsuda’s results on the
order of the unit group of the Burnside ring for abelian groups and dihedral groups
([5], Examples 4.5 and 4.8). We can extend this result to a larger class of groups by
the following proposition due to Bouc. We remark that the full proof of this result
requires the Feit-Thompson Odd Order Theorem.
Proposition 5.11 ([2], Proposition 6.5). Let G be a finite group, and N be a
normal subgroup of odd index in G. Then the group G/N acts on B×(N) and the
maps ResGN and Ten
G
N induce mutual inverse isomorphisms between B
×(G) and
B×(N)G/N .
Corollary 5.12. Let G be a finite group and N a normal subgroup of odd index
in G. Suppose N has an abelian subgroup of index at most 2. If N and L =
{InfNN/K(ΦN/K)}K∈N are respectively the indexing set and basis of B
×(N) described
in Theorem 5.10 applied to N , then G/N acts on L and, denoting L1, . . . , Lk to be
the orbit sums of this action, {TenGNLi}
k
i=1 is a basis of B
×(G).
Proof. G acts on N by conjugation, hence on B(N) by ring automorphism, which
restricts to an action on B×(N) by group automorphism. The action of N is
trivial, so we obtain an action of G/N on B×(N). By Proposition 5.11 it suffices
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to show that L is invariant under this action. Choose g ∈ G and let cg denote the
automorphism of N given by conjugation by g. Let u ∈ B×(N), then gN · u =
Iso(cg)(u). Hence, if u = Inf
N
N/K(ΦN/K) for some K ∈ N , then the action of gN
on u is equal to
Iso(cg) ◦ Inf
N
N/K(ΦN/K) = Inf
N
N/gK ◦ Iso(cg)(ΦN/K),
where cg is the isomorphism N/K → N/gK, induced by cg. Since cg is an iso-
morphism, gK ∈ N . Furthermore, Iso(cg)(ΦN/K) will be in the kernels of all
nontrivial deflation maps, so it must be a faithful element of B×(N/gK), hence
Iso(cg)(ΦN/K) = ΦN/gK . Thus L is invariant under the action of G/N . 
Remark 5.13. The previous corollary is a generalization of Theorem 5.10, though
in general its application will involve a choice of a normal subgroup N of odd
index. The statement of the corollary implies that any choice of a normal subgroup
N satisfying the hypothesis will produce a basis for B×(G), and different choices
might result in different bases. However, we note that the intersection of such
normal subgroups also satisfies the hypothesis, thus we are able to designate a
smallest such choice as the standard if needed.
Notation and Remark 5.14. It can be easily verified that the full subcategory
of C whose objects are groups with normal subgroups N of odd index, where N
has an abelian subgroup of index at most 2, is a replete subcategory of C. We will
denote this subcategory by C′.
Example 5.15. Suppose G is a finite group and N ∼= D2n is a normal subgroup
of G with odd index, where D2n denotes the dihedral group of order 2n. Then N
has a unique cyclic subgroup Z, of index 2. Let d(n) denote the number of positive
divisors of n. Notice that if K E N , then N/K is dihedral, cyclic of order 2, or
trivial, if and only if |N/K| 6= 4. Further, if n is odd, every proper normal subgroup
of G is a subgroup of Z, and this corresponds exactly to the divisors of n. In the
case where n = 2k for some integer k > 1, we have three normal subgroups of
index 2, namely Z and two that are isomorphic to D2k. Every other proper normal
subgroup of N is a proper subgroup of Z and exactly d(n)− 2 of these have index
other than 4. By Theorem 5.10, |B×(N)| is equal to 2d(n)+1 if n is odd and 2d(n)+2
if n is even.
If n is odd, every normal subgroup of N is characteristic. In the case where n =
2k, every normal subgroup is characteristic except for the two normal subgroups
isomorphic to D2k. However, since G/N has odd order, it stabilizes these two
subgroups. Thus, by Corollary 5.12 TenGN : B
×(N)→ B×(G) is an isomorphism.
We end this section with a pair of lemmas which will be helpful in the later
sections.
Lemma 5.16. Let G be an abelian group. Then
B×(G) = B(G, {1})Φ{1} = 〈Ten
G
H(−1)〉H6G.
Proof. This can be seen by straightforward calculation when G is trivial or C2. The
general case follows from Theorem 5.10 and the transitivity of induction. 
Lemma 5.17. Let G be a pseudodihedral group and H 6 G. If H is trivial or
a noncentral group of order 2, then ResGH(ΦG) = −ΦH . If H is isomorphic to a
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pseudodihedral group then ResGH(ΦG) = ΦH . Moreover, for any subquotient, S, of
G we have
B(S,G)ΦG = B
×(S).
Proof. We may write G = 〈x,N〉, where N is abelian and x acts by inversion on
N . If H is trivial or a noncentral group of order 2, it is straightforward to verify
that ResGH(ΦG) = −ΦH . If H is pseudodihedral, then H = 〈xy,N ∩ H〉 for some
y ∈ N . Notice that for any S 6 H , we have |ResGH(ΦG)
S | = −1 if and only if S is a
noncentral subgroup of H , of order 2 for some. Thus |ResGH(ΦG)
S | = |ΦSH | for any
S 6 H , by Remark 5.7. It follows that ResGH(ΦG) = ΦH .
To prove the last statement, notice that S is either abelian or pseudodihedral. If
S is abelian, this follows easily from Lemma 5.16 as long as we can prove it for S =
{1}. For this, it is sufficient to show that −1 = Φ{1} ∈ B({1}, G)ΦG = B
×({1}).
For this, it is straightforward to verify that
Def
〈x〉
〈x〉/〈x〉 ◦ Res
G
〈x〉(ΦG) = Φ〈x〉/〈x〉.
In the case when S is pseudodihedral, we first show the lemma holds in the case
where S = G. Lemma 5.8 tells us that each factor group of G is isomorphic to
a subgroup of G. If N is a normal subgroup of G and ∂B×(G/N) is nontrivial,
then let T 6 G be isomorphic to G/N and f : T → G/N is an isomorphism. If
G/N has order 2, then choose T to be noncentral. Then Iso(f) ◦ ResGT (ΦG) =
ǫ ∗ ΦG/N ∈ B
×(G/N) (here “ ∗ ” is used to denote the group law of B×(G/N)),
where ǫ = −1 ∈ B×(G/N) if T is trivial or cyclic of order 2 and ǫ = 1 ∈ B×(G/N)
otherwise. Thus
InfG/N (ΦG/N ) ∈ B(G,G)ΦG
and by Theorem 5.10, B(G,G)ΦG = B
×(G).
If S is any pseudodihedral subquotient of G, then S = X/M for some X 6 G
and M EX . By the first part of the lemma and Lemma 5.8, we have
B(X/M,X/M)ΦX/M ⊆ B(X/M,G)ΦG
and the result follows by replacing G in the second paragraph with X/M . 
6. Residual groups for B×
Suppose R is a commutative ring with identity and D is a replete subcategory
of C.
Notation and Definition 6.1. Let F be a biset functor on D with values in
RMod. For any object G of D, we set F<(G), to be the EG-submodule
F<(G) :=
∑
|H|<|G|
HomRD(H,G)F (H) ⊆ F (G),
where H runs through objects of D which have smaller cardinality than G. If G
is an object of D, such that F<(G) ( F (G), then we say that G is residual with
respect to F .
It follows by Remark 2.4 that
F<(G) =
∑
H
HomRD(H,G)F (H)
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where H runs over subquotients of G. Thus, if D and D′ are replete subcategories
of C such that D ⊂ D′, then the residual objects of D are just the residual objects
of D′ that are in D.
We denote by RD,F a set of representatives, up to isomorphism, of objects in D
which are residual with respect to F and call RD,F a complete set of residuals for
F in D.
In the next proposition, we use the notation “H ≺ G”, which means H is
isomorphic to a subquotient of G.
Proposition 6.2. Suppose D is a replete subcategory of C and F is a biset functor
on RD. Let RD,F and R′D,F be complete sets of residuals for F in D. If G ∈ RD,F
then R′D,F has an object G
′ which is isomorphic to G. Furthermore, for any object
G ∈ D,
F (G) =
∑
H∈RD,F
H≺G
HomRD(H,G)F (H).
Proof. If G is a residual object of D with respect to F , then any group isomorphic
to G will also be residual with respect to F . The second statement follows from easy
induction on the order of G and the definition of residual with respect to F . 
Suppose D ⊂ D′. If RD,F is a complete set of residuals for F in D, then there is
a complete set of residuals RD′,F for F in D′ such that RD,F ⊂ RD′,F . Also, for
any object G of D, we always have that∑
16=NEG
ImF (InfGG/N ) ⊆ IGF (G) ⊆ F
<(G) ⊆ F (G),
as R-modules.
We now consider the biset functor B× ∈ FC′ where C′ is the subcategory of C
from Remark 5.14. To be consistent with the usual biset notation, for any finite
groups G, we have opted to denote the group law of B×(G) additively throughout
the rest of the paper.
Remark 6.3. Here we recall a particularly useful consequence of Lemma 5.5. Sup-
pose G is pseudodihedral. Then
B×(G)/(
∑
16=NEG
ImInfGG/N )
is generated by the image of ΦG, as an F2-space. In particular, B
×(G)/(
∑
16=NEG ImInf
G
G/N )
has F2-dimension 1.
Proposition 6.4. Suppose G ∈ C′.
(a) If G is residual with respect to B× then G is trivial or pseudodihedral.
(b) If G is pseudodihedral, then G is residual with respect to B× if and only if
(B×)<(G) =
∑
16=NEG
ImInfGG/N .
Proof. By Theorem 5.9 and Corollary 5.12, G must be trivial, isomorphic to C2, or
pseudodihedral group. But by Lemma 5.16, C2 is not residual.
For any finite group G, we always have∑
16=NEG
ImInfGG/N ⊆ (B
×)<(G) ⊆ B×(G).
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When G is pseudodihedral, it follows by Remark 6.3 that G is residual if and only
if (B×)<(G) =
∑
16=NEG ImInf
G
G/N . 
Remark 6.5. Suppose G is a pseudodihedral group and let N denote its unique
abelian subgroup (the unique cyclic subgroup when G ∼= D8) of index 2. If H is
any maximal subgroup of G other than N , then H = 〈x,N ∩H〉, where x ∈ G−N
and N ∩H is a maximal subgroup of N . Further, conjugation by x inverts elements
of N ∩ H . So H is pseudodihedral as long as |N ∩H | > 2. Notice that N ∩ H is
a maximal subgroup of N . Therefore, all maximal subgroups of G, other than N ,
are also pseudodihedral, as long as |G|2 = |N | is not a prime or twice a prime.
Proposition 6.6. Let G be a pseudodihedral group. Let N < G denote the unique
abelian subgroup (the unique cyclic subgroup when G ∼= D8) with index 2. If G is
not residual with respect to B× and |N | is not prime or twice a prime, then there is
some pseudodihedral maximal subgroup H < G, for which TenGH(ΦH) and ΦG have
the same image in B×(G)/(
∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K).
Proof. Since G is not residual, it follows from Remark 6.3 that there is some proper
subgroup H < G and an element u ∈ B×(H), such that TenGH(u) and ΦG have the
same image in
B×(G)/(
∑
16=KEG
ImInfGG/K).
By the transitivity of induction, we can assume that H is a maximal subgroup of
G. If H = N , then ∂B×(N) is trivial by Corollary 5.3, since |N | > 2. Thus by
Lemma 3.4 we can write
u =
k∑
i=1
InfNN/Ni(ui),
where N1, . . . , Nk are nontrivial normal subgroup of N and ui ∈ B×(N/Ni), for
each i = 1, . . . , k. Each subgroup of N is normal in G, since G is pseudodihedral.
So by Remark 2.2
TenGH(u) = Ten
G
H(
k∑
i=1
InfNN/Ni(ui)) =
k∑
i=1
InfGG/NiTen
G/Ni
N/Ni
(ui).
Hence TenGH(u) is trivial in B
×(G)/(
∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K), a contradiction. We can
now assume H 6= N and so it is pseudodihedral by assumption (see Remark 6.5).
We want to show that TenGH(u) and Ten
G
H(ΦH) have the same image modulo∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K . To this end, we first show that u 6∈
∑
16=SEH ImInf
H
H/S . For
the sake of contradiction, suppose u ∈
∑
16=SEH ImInf
H
H/S . If S is any nontrivial
normal subgroup of H , then S ∩N cannot be trivial. Otherwise, S is a non-central
subgroup of order two and the only elements that normalize S in G, other than
S, will be central in G. This would imply |H | ≤ 4 which contradicts H being
pseudodihedral. So, by the transitivity of inflation
u ∈
∑
16=SEH
ImInfHH/(S∩N),
where each S ∩N is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G. So again by Remark 2.2,
we have
TenGH(u) ∈
∑
16=KEG
ImInfGG/K ,
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which contradicts that TenGH(u) and ΦG have the same image modulo
∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K .
This allows us to assume that u = ΦH + u
′ where u′ ∈
∑
16=SEH ImInf
H
H/S .
However, as above, we have
TenGH(u
′) ∈
∑
16=KEG
ImInfGG/K .
This implies that TenGH(u) and Ten
G
H(ΦH) have the same image modulo
∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K
and the result follows. 
Together with Proposition 6.4, the next proposition determines which objects
in C′ are residual with respect to B×. It will be used in the next section when
we characterize the lattice of subfunctors of B× over C′ and find its composition
factors.
Remark 6.7. Before we prove the following proposition, we remark that D8 is not
residual. This follows from the unnecessarily strong machinery given by Theorem
8.5 in [2]. It can also be proved easily from straightforward calculations similar
to the case in Proposition 6.8, where we consider groups isomorphic to D2p, with
p an odd prime. We consider this case settled and do not include it in the next
proposition to simplify the characterization.
Proposition 6.8. Suppose G is a pseudodihedral group not isomorphic to D8. Let
N denote the unique abelian subgroup of G with index 2.
(A) When N ∼= Cp, the group G is not residual with respect to B
× if and only
if p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
(B) When N is not simple, the group G is not residual with respect to B× if
and only if |N2| = 2 or N has an element of order p
2 for some odd prime
p.
Proof. We frequently make use of (1) from Remark 4.3. We write it again, for easy
reference. If H 6 G and a ∈ B×(H) then
(3) TenGH(a) =

 ∏
g∈[L\G/H]
|a(g
−1Lg∩H)|


L∈SG
,
where SG is a set of representatives of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. Write
G = C2⋉N and denote the generator of C2 by x. Since G is pseudodihedral recall
that N2 is cyclic and x acts on N by inversion. We split the rest of the proof into
the two cases based on whether or not N is simple.
Part (A):
We first consider the case where N = Cp for some prime p. Then p 6= 2 since G is
pseudodihedral. By Theorem 5.10, |B×(G)| = 23. By Lemma 5.16 and Lemma 5.8,
for any abelian group L, we have
B×(L) = B(L, {1})Φ{1} = 〈Ten
L
H(−1)〉H6L.
Since each proper subgroup of G is abelian, and induction is transitive, the group
G is not residual if and only if
B×(G) = B(G, {1})Φ{1} = 〈Ten
G
H(−1)〉H6G.
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G has 4 conjugacy classes of subgroups. Denote SG = {{1}, 〈x〉, Cp, G} a set of
representatives of these classes. By (3) (ordering SG by increasing cardinality) we
compute
TenG{−1}(−1) =


1
−1
1
−1

 , TenG〈x〉(−1) =


−1
(−1)r
−1
−1


TenGCp(−1) =


1
−1
1
−1

 , TenGG(−1) =


−1
−1
−1
−1


where r is equal to the number of double cosets in 〈x〉\G/〈x〉. Explicitly, by (3)
|TenG〈x〉(−1)
〈x〉| =
∏
g∈[〈x〉\G/〈x〉]
(−1) = (−1)|〈x〉\G/〈x〉|
Thus |B(G, {1})(−1)| = |B×(G)| if and only if r = |〈x〉\G/〈x〉| = 1 + p−12 is even.
This happens if and only if p ≡ 3 (mod 4). Hence, G is not residual with respect to
B× if and only if p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Part (B):
We now consider the case where N is not simple. When |N2| = 2 or N contains
an element of order p2 for some odd prime p, we will establish that there is some
proper subgroup H < G and some w ∈ B×(H), such that TenGH(w) and ΦG have
the same image in B×(G)/
∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K . On the other hand, if |N2| 6= 2
and N has no element of order p2, for any odd prime p, then Remark 6.5 and
Proposition 6.6 reduces proving G is residual to showing TenGH(ΦH) is contained in∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K , for all pseudodihedral maximal subgroups H .
For the rest of the proof, we let z denote a generator of N2 and set I = 〈x〉
and J = 〈zx〉. Recall that if N2 is nontrivial, then I and J are representatives of
the two conjugacy classes of noncentral subgroups of order two in G. In this case,
the group N has a unique maximal subgroup of index 2, which we denote as N ′.
Further, the group G has exactly two non-abelian maximal subgroups of index 2.
These are HI := 〈x,N ′〉 and HJ := 〈xz,N ′〉. Note that since G 6∼= D8, both HI
and HJ are pseudodihedral. (Also note that in the case where N2 is trivial, I = J ,
and I is a representative of the unique conjugacy class of noncentral subgroups of
order two in G)
Claim (i): If N has an element of order p2 for some odd prime p, then G is not
residual with respect to B×.
Fix y ∈ Np to have maximal order, pn. Let C be a complement of 〈y〉 in N .
Set H ′ = 〈yp〉 ×C and H = 〈x,H ′〉. By construction H ′ has no complement in N .
Since H ′ is a maximal subgroup of N we have that H is a maximal subgroup of G.
Fix a subgroup X 6 G. We need to establish that |TenGH(ΦH)
X | = |ΦXG |.
Note again that H ′ has no complement in N . Furthermore, any nontrivial sub-
group S 6 N will intersect with H ′, hence H , nontrivially. Thus, for any g ∈ G, if
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gX ∩ H is a noncentral subgroup of order 2 in H , then X is already a noncentral
subgroup of order 2 of G. So by (3), we have
|TenGH(ΦH)
X | = 1
unless X is a noncentral subgroup of order 2.
Since H has index p in G and p 6= 2, then both I and J are subgroups of
H . Suppose X = I. Then g−1Xg ∩ H 6= {1} if and only if g−1xg = xg2 ∈ H .
Because H has odd index in G, the element xg2 ∈ H if and only if g ∈ H . Thus
g−1Xg ∩ H 6= {1} if and only if XgH = XH as double cosets in X\G/H . Again
by (3),
|TenGH(ΦH)
X | = |ΦXH | = −1.
When X = J , the argument is similar and we get
|TenGH(ΦH)
X | = |ΦXH | = −1.
Thus, |TenGH(ΦH)
X | = −1 if and only if X 6 G is a noncentral subgroup of order
2. By Remark 5.7, |TenGH(ΦH)
X | = |ΦXG | for any X 6 G. Thus Ten
G
H(ΦH) = ΦG.
Therefore G is not residual.
Claim (ii): If |N2| = 2, then G is not residual with respect to B×.
Since N2 is not trivial HI and HJ are defined and we set v = Ten
G
HI (ΦHI ). Note
also that N2′ is nontrivial, since |N2| = 2 and |N | > 2 by G being pseudodihedral.
Fix a subgroup X of G. We wish to compute |vX |. If X is trivial then it is
clear by (3) that |vX | = 1. Suppose X is nontrivial and X ∩ N2′ 6= {1}. Since
X ∩ N2′ = g(X ∩ N2′) 6 gX ∩ H for any g ∈ G, it follows that gX ∩ H is not a
noncentral subgroup of order 2 of H , for any g ∈ G. So |vX | = 1, by (3).
Now suppose X is nontrivial and X ∩N2′ = {1}. Then X is conjugate to N2, I,
J , or JN2 = IN2. We apply (3) to each of these subgroups. For N2 it is easy to
verify that
|vN2 | = |Φ
(N2∩HI )
HI
| = |Φ
{1}
HI
| = 1.
For I, notice that for any g ∈ G, g−1Ig ∩ HI = g−1Ig, since HI is normal in G
and I < HI . Since |I\G/HI | = |G/HI | = 2, we have that |vI | = 1. Considering J ,
notice that g−1Jg ∩HI = {1} for any g ∈ G, since J 6< HI , thus |vJ | = 1. Lastly,
for IN2, notice that |IN2\G/HI | = 1. Hence,
|vIN2 | = |ΦIN2∩HIHI | = |Φ
I
HI | = −1.
Therefore, v is the unique element of B×(G) characterized by |vX | = −1 if and
only if X 6 G is in the same conjugacy class as IN2.
We now consider the element u = InfGG/N2(ΦG/N2) and show that ΦG = u+ v ∈
B×(G) (noting that G/N2 is pseudodihedral, thus ΦG/N2 is defined.) Recall that
inflation between unit groups of Burnside rings comes from restricting the infla-
tion ring morphism between Burnside rings. Thus, for any X 6 G, we have
|uX | = |Φ
(XN2/N2)
G/N2
| = −1 if and only if the image of X through the canonical pro-
jection G→ G/N2 is a noncentral subgroup of order 2. In other words, |uX | = −1
if and only if X is conjugate to I, J , or IN2. This implies that v+u ∈ B×(G) is the
unique element characterized by |(u + v)X | = −1 if and only if X is a noncentral
subgroup of order 2. It follows that u + v = ΦG, by Remark 5.7. Therefore G is
not residual with respect to B×. (We note that u + v = ΦG would still be true if
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we had set v = TenGHJ (ΦHJ ).)
Claim (iii): If p is an odd prime that divides N2′ and N has no element of order
p2, then TenGH(ΦH) is contained in
∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K , for any subgroup H < G
of index p.
SupposeH 6 G has index p. DenoteH ′ = H∩N , then H ′ is a maximal subgroup
of N with index p. Furthermore, there is some n ∈ Np such that H = 〈xn,H ′〉. So
for h = n
1−p
2 , we have hH = 〈x,H ′〉, since h(xn) = xn1+p−1 = x. If ch : G → G
denotes the automorphism induced by conjugation with h, then
Iso(ch) ◦ Ten
G
H(ΦH) = Ten
G
ch(H)
(Iso(ch)(ΦH)) = Ten
G
ch(H)
(Φch(H)),
since the element Iso(ch)(ΦH) ∈ B×(ch(H)) is clearly a nontrivial faithful ele-
ment and thus Iso(ch)(ΦH) = Φch(H). It follows that Ten
G
H(ΦH) is in the image of∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K if and only if Ten
G
ch(H)
(Φch(H)) is in the image of
∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K .
So it is sufficient for us to assume H = 〈x,H ′〉 and show that TenGH(ΦH) is in the
image of
∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K .
Write |Np| = pm. Our assumption implies that Np is an elementary abelian p-
group of rankm. Thus, every maximal subgroup ofNp has
(pm−1)−(pm−1−1)
p−1 = p
m−1
complements in Np. It follows that every maximal subgroup of N with index p has
pm−1 complements in N . Let Q1, · · · , Qpm−1 denote the complements of H
′ in N .
We again use (3) to compute TenGH(ΦH). LetX 6 G. IfX ∈ {{1}, Q1, . . . , Qpm−1},
then it is easy to compute that |TenGH(ΦH)
X | = 1. If X ∩ H ′ is nontrivial, then
g(X ∩H ′) 6 gX ∩H is not a noncentral subgroup of order 2 of H for any g ∈ G.
Thus again, |TenGH(ΦH)
X | = 1. The for the remaining cases, we may assume
X ∩H ′ = {1} and X 6 N . It is straightforward to verify this implies X is conju-
gate to one of the subgroups in the set {I, IQ1, . . . , IQpm−1 , J, JQ1, . . . , JQpm−1}.
Since I 6 H , we argue as in the proof of claim (i) that g−1Ig ∩H 6= {1} if and
only if IgH = IH as double cosets in I\G/H . Thus
|TenGH(ΦH)
I | = −1,
and similarly
|TenGH(ΦH)
J | = −1.
Suppose that X ∈ {IQ1, . . . , IQpm−1 , JQ1, . . . , JQpm−1}. Then |X\G/H | = 1, and
thus
|TenGH(ΦH)
X | = |ΦX∩HH | = −1,
since X ∩H is either I or J .
In summary, TenGH(ΦH) is the element ofB
×(G) characterized by |TenGH(ΦH)
X | =
−1 if and only if X is conjugate to one of the subgroups in the set
{I, IQ1, . . . , IQpm−1 , J, JQ1, . . . , JQpm−1}.
Now consider the element
ω =
pm−1∑
i=1
InfGG/Qi(ΦG/Qi) ∈ B
×(G)
Then |ωIQi | = |ωJQi | = −1 for all i = 1, . . . , pm−1. Also, |ωI | = |ωJ | = (−1)p
m−1
=
−1. For any other subgroup X 6 G that is not conjugate with I, J, IQi, or JQi
for i = 1, . . . , pm, it is easy to verify that |ωX | = 1. Thus |ωX | = |TenGH(ΦH)
X | for
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any subgroup X 6 G, which implies that ω = TenGH(ΦH). In particular, we have
shown that TenGH(ΦH) is an element of
∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K .
Claim (iv): If |N2| > 2 then Ten
G
HI (ΦHI ) and Ten
G
HJ (ΦHJ ) are the trivial element
in B×(G).
We prove this for TenGHI (ΦHI ) and note that the proof is nearly the same for
TenGHJ (ΦHJ ). Fix X 6 G. It suffices to show that |Ten
G
HI (ΦHI )
X | = 1. Notice that
since |N2| > 2, this implies that HI ∩ N has no complement in N . So if there is
an element g ∈ G such that gX ∩HI is noncentral of order 2 in HI , then X ∩N is
trivial, hence X is noncentral of order 2 in G. If |TenGHI (ΦHI )
X | = −1, then there
is such a g ∈ G, hence X is noncentral of order 2. However, by (3) we can verify
that |TenGHI (ΦHI )
I | = 1 and |TenGHI (ΦHI )
J | = 1 (for the same reasons as in claim
(ii)). This means that |TenGHI (ΦHI )
X | = 1 and we are done.
Claims (i) and (ii) prove that if |N2| = 2 or N has an element of order p2 for
some odd prime p, then G is not residual. On the other hand when |N2| 6= 2 and N
has no element of order p2, claims (iii) and (iv) prove that TenGH(ΦH) is contained
in
∑
16=KEG ImInf
G
G/K , for all pseudodihedral maximal subgroups H . Therefore,
applying Proposition 6.6 implies G is residual with respect to B×.

Consequentially, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 6.9. Let R denote the set of finite groups consisting of the trivial group,
dihedral groups D2p where p is prime and p ≡ 1 (mod 4), and all pseudodihedral
groups C2 ⋉ N , excluding D8, where N is not simple, |N2| 6= 2, and N2′ has no
element of order q2, for any odd prime q. Then R is a complete set of residuals for
B× in C′. Moreover, for any G ∈ C′,
B×(G) =
∑
H∈R
H≺G
B(G,H)ΦH .
Proof. That R is a complete set of residuals follows by Remark 6.7, Proposi-
tion 6.4, and Proposition 6.8. The last statement follows from Proposition 6.2
and Lemma 5.17. 
7. Subfunctors of B×
The goal of this section is to parametrize the subfunctors of B× over C′. We can
do this in terms of the residual groups found in the previous section. For the rest
of the section, we let RC′,B× be a complete set of residuals for B
× in C′.
Notation 7.1. For any I ⊂ RC′,B× , set FI ⊆ B
× to be the subfunctor generated
by {ΦX |X ∈ I}. In other words, FI is the subfunctor of B
× such that, for any
G ∈ C′
FI(G) =
∑
X∈I
B(G,X)ΦX ,
if I is nonempty and FI is the trivial biset functor if I is empty. Note that we may
construct FI ⊆ B
× ∈ FD, where D is any replete subcategory of C.
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Recall that when I = RC′,B× , Theorem 6.9 implies FI = B
× ∈ FC′ . If I ⊂
RC′,B× , we denote
I := {X ∈ RC′,B× |X ≺ H ∈ I},
i.e, I consists of the elements of RC′,B× which are isomorphic to subquotients of
elements of I. We say I is the residual subquotient closure of I. If I = I then I
is said to be closed under residual subquotients. Recall that RC′,B× consists of the
trivial group and certain pseudodihedral groups. Thus if X ∈ I then every quotient
of X is isomorphic to a subgroup of X . So if we had defined I to be the subset of
RC′,B× consisting of elements isomorphic to subgroups of elements from I, it would
result in the same set.
Theorem 7.2. Suppose F is a subfunctor of B× ∈ FC′ . Set
IF := {X ∈ RC′,B× |F (X) = B
×(X)},
then FIF = F and IF = IF . Moreover, if A = {J |J ⊂ RC′,B×} and B is the set
of subfunctors of B× over C′, let a : A → B be the map sending J 7→ FJ and
b : B → A the map sending F → IF , then a and b are isomorphisms of posets,
inverse to each other.
Proof. If F is trivial, then I is empty and this case is clear. Suppose F is nontrivial,
there exists X ∈ C′ and u ∈ F (X) ⊂ B×(X), such that u is nontrivial. Hence,
there is a K 6 X , such that |uK | = −1. This implies that DefKK/K ◦ Res
X
K(u) =
ΦK/K ∈ B(K/K,X)F (X) ⊂ F (K/K) ∼= F ({1}). Further, F ({1}) ⊂ B
×({1}).
However, since Φ{1} ∈ B({1}) generates B
×({1}), we have F ({1}) = B×({1}).
Thus I contains the trivial group. Moreover, by Lemma 5.16, we have FI(X) =
F (X) = B×(X) for abelian X .
It is clear that FI ⊆ F . Fix a nonabelian object G ∈ C′. We start with the
case when G has an abelian subgroup of index 2 and show FI(G) = F (G). In this
case, Proposition 3.5 implies it is sufficient to show ∂FI(G) = ∂F (G), since having
an abelian subgroup of index at most 2 is closed under taking quotients. For any
object X ∈ C′, we have
∂FI(X) 6 ∂F (X) 6 ∂B
×(X).
We also know that ∂B×(G) is either trivial or has F2-dimension 1, by Lemma 5.5
and Proposition 5.9. So we only need to show that when ∂F (G) is nontrivial ∂FI(G)
is also nontrivial.
When ∂F (G) is nontrivial, ∂B×(G) is nontrivial. Moreover, since G 6= {1}, if
∂F (G) is nontrivial, then Proposition 5.9 implies G is pseudodihedral and ΦG ∈
F (G). Thus, Proposition 5.17 tells us B×(S) = B(S,G)ΦG ⊂ F (S), for any S ≺ G.
This implies F (S) = B×(S), for any S ≺ G. So I contains an isomorphic copy of
any subquotient of G that is residual with respect to B×. Hence, ΦS ∈ FI(S) for
all S ≺ G that are residual with respect to B×. Thus, applying Theorem 6.9
F (G) = B×(G) =
∑
S
B(G,S)ΦS ⊂ FI(G)
where S runs over all the subquotients in G which are residual with respect to B×.
It follows that F (G) = FI(G) and in particular ∂F (G) = ∂FI(G).
We have so far shown that F (G) = FI(G), whenever G ∈ C′ has an abelian
subgroup of index at most 2. If G is a general object of C′, then there is a normal
subgroup N EG with odd index in G, containing an abelian subgroup of index at
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most 2. By the above argument FI(N) = F (N). Since F ⊆ B×, the isomorphism in
Proposition 5.11 given by TenGN : B
×(N)G/N → B×(G) restricts to an isomorphism
F (N)G/N → F (G). Since FI(N)G/N = F (N)G/N , we have FI(G) = F (G).
That I = I follows from Proposition 5.17. What is left is to establish that if
I ⊂ RC′,B× is closed under residual subquotients, and
I ′ = {X ∈ RC′,B× |FI(X) = B
×(X)},
then I = I ′. Again, Proposition 5.17 implies that I ⊂ I ′. If I is empty, this is
clear. Suppose I is not empty and for the sake of contradiction that there is some
G ∈ I ′, such that G 6∈ I. Hence
B×(G) = FI(G) =
∑
X∈I
B(G,X)ΦX .
However, since G is not isomorphic to a subquotient of any element of I, it follows
from Remark 2.4 that for any ϕ ∈ B(G,X), we have ϕ(ΦX) ∈ (B×)<(G). But this
implies that B×(G) = (B×)<(G), which is a contradiction. Hence I = I ′. It is
easy to verify that this bijection is an isomorphism of posets. 
Remark 7.3. Theorem 7.2 has a formal generalization. If D is any replete sub-
category of C contained in C′, and RD,B× is a complete set of residuals for B
× in
D (for example, we can choose RD,B× to be the set of G ∈ R such that G is an
object of D, where R is the set from Theorem 6.9), then the lattice of subfunctors
of B× ∈ FD is isomorphic as a poset to {J |J ⊂ RD,B×}. The proof is the same,
with the exception of using the symbol “D” whenever there is a “C′”.
In Theorem 9.5 of [2], Bouc characterized the subfunctors of B× over the class
of 2-groups (and through inflation, nilpotent groups). In our terminology, Bouc
showed that the lattice of subfunctors of B× is uniserial and the nontrivial proper
subfunctors are in bijection with the sets {D2n} for n > 3. Together with Bouc’s
result, Theorem 7.2 can be used to show the structure of the lattice of subfunctors
of B× over the full subcategory of C, whose objects are nilpotent groups or groups
in C′. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that the lattice of subfunctors of B× is not
uniserial over C′. Additionally, Theorem 7.2 gives us a sufficient condition for when
the biset functor B×, defined on a replete subcategory D ⊂ C has uncountably
many subfunctors.
Corollary 7.4. Consider the following sets of groups:
S0 := {D2p| p prime , p ≡ 1 (mod 4)},
S1 := {C2⋉(Cp×Cp)| C2 ⋉ (Cp × Cp) is pseudodihedral , p prime , p ≡ 3 (mod 4)},
S2 := {D2pq| p 6= q; p, q prime ; p, q ≡ 3 (mod 4)},
and
Sr := {D2rp| p prime , p ≡ 3 (mod 4)},
where r = 4 or r is a prime congruent to 1 modulo 4. If D is a replete subcategory
of C containing infinitely many objects from one of the sets S0, S1, S2 or Sr, where
r = 4 or r is a prime congruent to 1 modulo 4, then B× ∈ FD has uncountably
many subfunctors.
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Proof. LetR be the complete set of residuals with respect to B× from Theorem 6.9.
Let {Gp}p∈K be the assumed set of groups from the statement, whose elements are
objects of D, indexed by the infinite set K. For any subset Π ⊂ K, we denote
IΠ = {Gp}p∈Π ⊂ R.
For any two subsets Π,Π′ ⊂ K, we have IΠ = IΠ′ if and only if Π = Π′. It follows
from Remark 7.3 that FIΠ = FIΠ′ if and only if IΠ = IΠ′ . 
In fact, the sufficient condition in Corollary 7.4 is also a necessary condition
for any replete subcategory of C contained in C′. However, before we give its
proof, we need a technical lemma about countability. We include a proof of it for
completeness, though the reader may wish to skip it.
Before we state the following lemma, we clarify our terminology. Consider a
set I of n-tuples with entries from N with the property that, if (a1, . . . , an) ∈ I
and (b1, . . . , bn) is any other n-tuple with entries in N such that bi ≤ ai for each
i = 1, . . . , n, then (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ I. In this case, we say that I is closed under
the product ordering from below. In the lemma, by N, we mean the subset of Z
consisting of the positive integers and 0.
Lemma 7.5. Let n be a positive integer. There are only countably many subsets
of Nn that are closed under the product ordering from below.
Proof. We will prove this by showing that a nonempty subset of Nn, closed under
the product ordering from below, can be parametrized by a finite subset of (N∞)
n,
where N∞ := N∪{∞} and∞ is some maximal element, with respect to the regular
ordering. Since (N∞)
n is countable, and the finite subsets of a countable set form
a countable set, the result will follow.
For each I ⊂ Nn that is closed under the product ordering from below, there is
a unique I∗ = I ∪ I∞ ⊂ (N∞)n, where
I∞ = {x ∈ (N∞)
n − Nn| y < x =⇒ y ∈ I, ∀y ∈ Nn}.
Note that if I is finite, then I∞ = ∅ and I∗ = I. Furthermore, it is straightforward
to verify that I∗ is closed under the product ordering from below in (N∞)n and
I∗ ∩ Nn = I. Moreover, for every (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ I∗, there is a maximal element
(a1, . . . , an) ∈ I
∗ such that (x1, . . . , xn) ≤ (a1, . . . , an).
Let M be a set of elements, from (N∞)
n, that are pairwise noncomparable with
respect to the product ordering. Set IM to be the closure, from below, with respect
to the product ordering. If I ⊂ Nn is closed under the product ordering from
below, and M is the set of maximal elements in I∗, our construction guarantees
that IM = I∗. Thus, it suffices to show that I∗ has only finitely many maximal
elements.
We do this inductively on n. If n = 1, this is clear, since every nonempty proper
subset of N, closed under the product ordering from below has one maximal element
and N∗ = N∞ also has one maximal element. For the general case, suppose n > 1.
Let I ⊂ Nn be a proper subset, closed under the product ordering from below, then
there is a maximal a ∈ N, such that (a, . . . , a) ∈ I∗. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and
each m ∈ {1, . . . , a}, let Imi be the subset of I
∗ consisting of all n-tuples with m
in the ith component. Notice that every element of I∗ is contained in at least one
Imi , for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and m ∈ {0, . . . , a}. Otherwise, there is an element
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ I∗ where (x1, . . . , xn) 6∈ Imi , for all i = 1, . . . , n and all m = 0, . . . , a,
hence xi > a for all i. But this means that (a + 1, . . . , a + 1) ∈ I
∗, which is a
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contradiction. Furthermore, for any i = 1, . . . , n and all m = 0, . . . , a, the image of
Imi in (N∞)
n−1, created by deleting the ith entry in each element of Imi , is closed
under the product ordering from below. Thus, by induction, Imi has finitely many
maximal elements, all with the entry m in the ith component. If we denote by Mmi
the set of maximal elements of the set Imi for every i = 1, . . . , n and allm = 0, . . . , a,
and denote
MI =
⋃
1≤i≤n,0≤m≤a
Imi ,
then MI is a finite set. Moreover, MI will contain all the maximal elements of I∗,
and the result follows.

Theorem 7.6. Suppose D is a replete subcategory of C′. The biset functor B× over
D has uncountably many subfunctors if and only if D has infinitely many objects
from one of the sets S0, S1, S2 or Sr, where r = 4 or r is a prime congruent to 1
modulo 4, from Corollary 7.4.
Proof. The ”if” direction follows from Corollary 7.4. What is left is to prove that
if D contains only finitely many objects from each of the sets described in Corol-
lary 7.4, then the lattice of subfunctors of B× over D is at most countable. Suppose
D contains only finitely many objects from each set described in Corollary 7.4. Let
U denote the objects contained in D from the union of all these sets. Since D con-
tains only finitely many objects from S0, it follows that U must be finite. Notice
that if G ∈ C′ is residual with respect to B× and p is an odd prime dividing the
order of |G|, then G has a subquotient (in fact, a subgroup) X isomorphic to a
group from one of the sets in Corollary 7.4, such that p||X |. Thus, by the finiteness
of the set U , there are odd primes p1, . . . , pr such that, for any X ∈ D, residual
with respect to B×, we have natural numbers n0, n1 . . . , nr and a pseudodihedral
group
G(n0,n1,...,nr) := C2 ⋉ (C2n0 × (Cp1 )
n1 × · · · × (Cpr )
nr ),
with X ≺ G(n0,n1,...,nr).
By Remark 7.3, we may assume that every object in D is a subquotient of some
object which is residual with respect to B×, since this does not change the poset
structure. Suppose D′ is a full subcategory of C consisting of subquotients of the
groups G(n0,n1...,nr), for any (r+1)-tuple of natural numbers (n0, n1 . . . , nr). Then
D ⊂ D′ and the restriction functor FD′ → FD induces a surjective morphism
between the poset of subfunctors of B× over D′ and the poset of subfunctors of
B× over D. Thus, it suffices to show that B× over D′ has only countably many
subfunctors.
LetR be the complete set of residuals with respect to B× in C′ form Theorem 6.9.
To see that B× over D′ has only countably many subfunctors, we first set RD′,B×
be the complete set of residual with respect to B× in D′, consisting of elements of
R that are in D′. Using Theorem 7.2, the result follows if the set {J |J ⊂ RD′,B×}
is countable. To see this, let J ⊂ RD′,B× and consider the set {(a0, a1, . . . , ar) ∈
N|G(a0,a1,...,ar) ≺ G(n0,n1,...,nr) ∈ J}. This set is closed under the product ordering
on Nr+1. Moreover, this induces an injection into the set of subsets of Nr+1 that
are closed under the product ordering. The result follows by Lemma 7.5. 
It is natural to ask if we can relax the condition in Theorem 7.6, for D to be a
subcategory of C′.
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Question 7.7. Let D be any replete subcategory of C. Is the condition in Corol-
lary 7.4 a necessary condition for the biset functor B× over D to have uncountably
many subfunctors?
The next result generalizes Corollary 5.12.
Proposition 7.8. Suppose I ⊂ RC′,B× is closed under residual subquotients. Let
G be an object of C′, and H a normal subgroup in G with odd index, such that H
has an abelian subgroup of index at most 2. Let N be the set of all normal subgroups
N E H, such that H/N is trivial, cyclic of order 2, or pseudodihedral, such that
every suquotient of H/N that is residual with respect to B× is isomorphic to an
element in I. Set L = {InfHH/NΦH/N}N∈N , then L is a basis for FI(H) and G/H
acts on L. If L1, . . . , Lk denote the orbit sums of this action, then {TenGHL1}
k
i=1
is a basis for FI(G).
Proof. The only thing we need to prove is that L is a basis of FI(H), the rest follows
by replacing B× by FI in the proof of Corollary 5.12. We can use Proposition 3.5
to decompose
FI(H) ∼=
⊕
NEH
∂FI(H/N).
We have FI(H/N) ⊂ B×(H/N), hence ∂FI(H/N) ⊂ ∂B×(H/N). Thus ∂FI(H/N)
is trivial or ∂FI(H/N) is generated by ΦH/N . If X is a pseudodihedral groups such
that every subquotient residual with respect to B× is isomorphic to an element of
I, then B×(X) = FI(X). Thus 〈Inf
H
H/NΦH/N 〉N∈N ⊂ FI(H).
Now, suppose M EH and H/M has a subquotient S, such that S is isomorphic
to an element X ∈ RC′,B× − I. For the sake of contradiction, suppose ΦH/M ∈
∂FI(H/M). Then by Proposition 5.17,
B×(X) ∼= B×(S) = B(S,H/M)ΦH/M ⊆ FI(S) ∼= FI(X),
and by dimension, we haveB×(X) = FI(X). HenceX ∈ I, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, 〈InfHH/NΦH/N 〉N∈N must be all of FI(H) 
In general, computing the dimension of the evaluations of simple biset functors
is difficult. In the next section the explicit form of Proposition 7.8 will give us an
easy way to compute the dimension of SG,F2(H) when G,H ∈ C
′ and G is residual
with respect to B×.
We end this section by detailing which simple biset functors show up as com-
position factors of B× ∈ FC′ . Before we state the following theorem, we clarify a
technicality. Let D be any replete subcategory of C. Note that B×(G) is always
an elementary abelian 2-group, thus we may view B× as a functor in B× ∈ FD,F2.
So there is no ambiguity when we discuss the multiplicity of composition factors of
B×.
Theorem 7.9. The composition factors of B× ∈ FC′ are parametrized exactly by
the simple biset functors SG,F2 , where G ∈ RC′,B× . Furthermore, each composition
factor has multiplicity 1.
Proof. Let FI′ ⊆ FI ⊆ B× be two subfunctors of B× ∈ FC′ such that FI/FI′ is
simple, where I and I ′ are the corresponding subsets of RC′,B× from Theorem 7.2.
We may then assume that FI/FI′ ∼= SG,V whereG ∈ C′ and V is a simple F2Out(G)-
module, such that SG,V (G) ∼= V . By Theorem 7.2, I
′ ( I. Moreover, we claim that
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I − I ′ is a one element set consisting of a group that is isomorphic to G. Indeed,
suppose H1, H2 ∈ I − I ′ such that H1 6= H2. We may assume that H1 is not a
subquotient of H2. Let I
′′ = I ′ ∪ {H2}. Thus I ′ ( I ′′ ( I, which implies that
FI/FI′ is not simple, by Theorem 7.2. Furthermore, if H is the unique element in
I − I ′, then for any X ∈ C′ such that |X | < |H |, we have FI′(X) = FI(X), by
Proposition 7.8. Thus SG,V (X) is trivial. Again by by Proposition 7.8, we have
FI′(H) ( FI(H). So H is a minimal object for SG,V and by Remark 2.8, H ∼= G.
We can now assume H = G. Through evaluation
V ∼= SG,V (G) ∼= FI/FI′(G) ∼= B
×(G)/(B×)<(G),
has dimension 1 as an F2-space by Proposition 6.4 and Proposition 5.5, since G is
residual. Furthermore, B×(G)/(B×)<(G) is generated by the image of the element
ΦG ∈ B×(G). By the proof of Proposition 4.3.2 in [3], the action of Out(G) on V
as an F2Out(G)-module, is given by f · v = Iso(f)(v) for any f ∈ Out and v ∈ V .
Since ΦG is the unique faithful element in B
×(G), it is fixed by Iso(f) for any
f ∈ Out(G). Thus V is isomorphic to the trivial F2Out(G)-module.
That SG,F2 has multiplicity 1 is easy to see by a simple construction. Let I =
{G} ⊂ RC′,B× . Then choose {{1}} = I1 ( I2 ( · · · ( In ( In+1 = I to be a
filtration such that |Ii+1 − Ii| = 1 and Ii is closed under residual subgroups, for
each i = 1, . . . , n. Note that this forces In+1 − In = {G}. Thus
FI1 ⊆ FI1 ⊂ FI2 ⊆ FI2 ⊂ · · · ⊆ FIn ⊂ FIn+1 ⊆ B
×
is a composition series for B× over G. It is easy to verify that FIn+1/FIn is the
only composition factor isomorphic to SG,F2 , since G 6∈ Ii for any i = 1, . . . , n. 
8. Some Applications
8.1. Computing SG,F2(H) for G residual with respect to B
×.
For this section, we again set RC′,B× to be a complete set of residuals for B
× in
C′.
If G and H are finite groups and k is a field, the following is a characterization
due to Bouc of the k-module SG,k(H).
Proposition 8.1 ([3], proposition 4.4.6, page 71). Let D be a replete subcategory
of C. For any objects G and H of D, let kBH(G) be the k-vector space with basis
the set of conjugacy classes of sections (T, S) of G such that T/S ∼= H.
Then the module SH,k(G) is isomorphic to the quotient of kBH(G) by the radical
of the k-valued symmetric bilinear form on kBH(G) defined by
〈(B,A)|(T, S)〉H = |{h ∈ B\G/T |(B,A)− (
hT, hS)}|k,
where (B,A)− (T, S) means that
B ∩ S = A ∩ T (B ∩ T )A = B (B ∩ T )S = T.
In particular, the k-dimension of SH,k(G) is equal to the rank of this bilinear form.
It is generally difficult to determine the k-dimension of SG,k(H) in terms of other
data about G and H . However, we can apply the results from the the previous
section to determine this for SG,F2(H), where G ∈ RC′,B× and H ∈ C
′.
Theorem 8.2. Suppose G ∈ RC′,B× and H ∈ C
′. Set r = dimF2(FI(H)) and
l = dimF2(FJ (H)), where I = {G}, J = I − {G}. Then dimF2(SG,F2(H)) = r − l.
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Proof. Notice that J = J . Since J ⊂ I, Theorem 7.2 FI/FJ is simple. Proposi-
tion 7.8 implies that G is a minimal object for FI/FJ . Thus by Remark 2.8 and
Theorem 7.9, FI/FJ ∼= SG,F2 and the result follows. 
Theorem 8.2, together with Proposition 7.8, gives us a way to compute SG,F2(H),
where G ∈ RC′,B× and H ∈ C
′. To illustrate this, we cover the cases where G is
trivial or dihedral and H is dihedral.
Example 8.3. Consider the dihedral group D2k, where k ≥ 3. Let p1, . . . , pr
denote the prime divisors of k that are congruent to 3 modulo 4. Set mi to be the
power of the pi-part of k, for i = 1, . . . , r and m0 the power of the 2-part of k. We
show that
dimF2(S{1},F2(D2k)) =


2 +m1 + · · ·+mr if m0 = 0
4 + 2(m1 + · · ·+mr) if m0 = 1
5 + 2(m1 + · · ·+mr) if m0 > 1
By Proposition 7.8, dimF2(S{1},F2(D2k)) is equal to the number of normal subgroups
N E D2k, such that D2k/N is trivial, cyclic of order 2, or dihedral (nonabelian),
and there are no nontrivial subquotients of D2k/N residual with respect to B
×. If
D2k/N is dihedral and there are no nontrivial subquotients of D2k/N residual with
respect to B×, Theorem 6.9 implies that D2k/N ∼= D8 or D2k/N ∼= D2l, where
l = 2ǫps, where p is a prime congruent to 3 modulo 4, and ǫ ∈ {0, 1}. The following
cases are straightforward to verify:
• If m0 = 0, then there is one normal subgroup of D2k with trivial quotient,
one normal subgroup of D2k of index 2, and m1 + · · · + mr normal sub-
groups N ED2k, such that D2k/N is dihedral and there are no nontrivial
subquotients of D2k/N residual with respect to B
×.
• If m0 = 1, then there is one normal subgroup of D2k with trivial quotient,
three normal subgroups of D2k of index 2, and 2(m1 + · · · + mr) normal
subgroups NED2k, such that D2k/N is dihedral and there are no nontrivial
subquotients of D2k/N residual with respect to B
×.
• If m0 > 1, then there is one normal subgroup of D2k with trivial quotient,
three normal subgroups of D2k of index 2, and 2(m1+ · · ·+mr)+1 normal
subgroups NED2k, such that D2k/N is dihedral and there are no nontrivial
subquotients of D2k/N residual with respect to B
×.
SetD2 ∼= C2 andD4 ∼= C2×C2. It is straightforward to verify dimF2(S{1},F2(D2)) =
2 and dimF2(S{1},F2(D4)) = 4. There is then a function s : N → N defined as
s(n) = dimF2(S{1},F2(D2n)). Let φ denote Euler’s φ-function, and set m to be the
number of positive divisors d|n, such that φ(d) ≡ 2 (mod 4). Recall that for any
x ∈ N, φ(x) ≡ 2 (mod 4) if and only if x = 4, x is the power of a prime congruent
to 3 modulo 4, or x is twice the power of a prime congruent to 3 modulo 4. Thus
s(n) = m+ 2 if n is odd and s(n) = m+ 4 if n is even.
Example 8.4. Suppose D2n is a dihedral group residual with respect to B
×. If n
is not a power of 2, by Theorem 6.9 we can decompose
n = 2n0p1 · · · pr
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where n0 6= 1, and the pi pairwise coprime odd primes, for i = 1, . . . , r. Moreover,
if n0 = 0 and r = 1, then p1 ≡ 1 (mod 4).
Let k ≥ 3 and consider the dihedral group D2k. Let m0 denote the exponent of
the 2-part of k. If n is a power of 2 (recall that in this case n ≥ 8), then we set
m = 1. Otherwise, set m = m1 · · ·mr, where mi denotes the power of the pi-part
of k, for i = 1, . . . , r. We show that
dimF2(SD2n,F2(D2k)) =


0 if n ∤ k
m if n|k; n0 6= 0 or m0 = 0
2m if n|k; n0 = 0 and m0 6= 0
If n ∤ k, then D2n does not show up as a subquotient of D2k, hence by Remark 2.8,
SD2n,F2(D2k) = 0.
Suppose n|k. Set I = {D2n} and J = I − {D2n}. Theorem 8.2 and Proposi-
tion 7.8 tell us that dimF2(SD2n,F2(D2k)) is equal to the number of normal subgroups
N E D2k, such that every subquotient, residual with respect to B
×, of D2k/N is
in I and at least one is not in J . In other words, every subquotient, residual with
respect to B×, of D2k/N is in I and D2n is a subquotient of D2k/N . When n0 6= 0,
this means that D2k/N must be isomorphic to a dihedral group D2lN such that
lN = 2
n0pn11 . . . p
nr
r ,
with 1 ≤ ni ≤ mi, i = 1, . . . , r. When n0 = 0, this means that D2k/N must be
isomorphic to a dihedral group D2lN
lN = 2
ǫpn11 . . . p
nr
r ,
with 1 ≤ ni ≤ mi, i = 1, . . . , r and ǫ ∈ {0, 1}. By properties of dihedral groups,
there is a bijective correspondence between normal subgroups of N E D2k of this
type and divisors d|k, such that kd = lN . The formula for dimF2(SD2n,F2(D2k))
follows by counting such divisors of k.
8.2. Surjectivity of the the exponential map B → B×.
For any finite group G, we define the exponential map
εG : B(G)→ B
×(G)
to be the group homomorphism induced by sending
[G/H ] 7→ TenGH(−1),
for any H 6 G.
Remark 8.5. It is straightforward to show that the collection of all these group
morphisms εG is a morphism ε : B → B× of biset functors. Yoshida proves this in
Lemma 3.2 of [10]. Yalc¸ın also discusses this map in Section 7 of [8]. The way we
define it in this paper is in the spirit of Bouc 9.8 of [2].
The next result is proved by Bouc 9.7 of [2] for p-groups. It is likely known to
experts but we include a proof for the reader, since we make use of it to determine
when the exponential map is surjective for objects in C′.
Proposition 8.6. Let G be a finite group, then Im(εG) ∼= S1,F2(G) as F2-modules.
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Proof. If k = F2 and H = {1}, then in reference to Proposition 8.1 we can identify
F2B1(G) with F2B(G) by associating (K,K) to [G/K] ∈ F2B(G). Since B×(G)
is an F2 vector space, εG : B(G) → B×(G) is equal to the map ε ◦ π, where
π : B(G) → F2B(G) is the projection map and ε : F2B(G) → B×(G) is again
the group homomorphism induced by sending [G/H ] → TenGH(−1). It suffices to
show that the kernel of ε is equal to the radical of the symmetric bilinear form in
Proposition 8.1, on F2B1(G). For F2B1(G), this form is defined by
〈(K,K)|(S, S)〉1 = |{h ∈ K\G/S}|F2,
since the requirement that (K/K)− ( hS, hS), is true for any K,S 6 G and h ∈ G.
Thus, if K1, . . . ,Kn are subgroups of G and X = (K1,K1) + · · · + (Kn,Kn) ∈
F2B1(G), then X is in the radical our bilinear form if and only if
n∑
i=1
|{h ∈ S\G/Ki}|
is even for all subgroups S 6 G. Similarly by the formula in Remark 4.3 the element
associated to X in F2B(G) is in the kernel of of εG if and only if
n∑
i=1
|{h ∈ S\G/Ki}|
is even for all subgroups S 6 G. 
We can now determine when the exponential map εG : B(G) → B×(G) is sur-
jective for G ∈ C′.
Theorem 8.7. Suppose G ∈ C′. Let N EG be a normal subgroup with odd index
having an abelian subgroup of index at most 2. Let RC′,B× be a complete set of
residuals for B× in C′. Then εG : B(G) → B×(G) is surjective if and only if no
nontrivial quotient of N is isomorphic to an element of RC′,B× .
Proof. By Proposition 7.8, we have S1,F2(G) = B
×(G) if and only if no nontriv-
ial subquotient of a pseudodihedral quotient of N is isomorphic to an element of
RC′,B× .
Suppose M E N , such that N/M is pseudodihedral and N/M has a nontrivial
subquotient isomorphic to an element of RC′,B× . Lemma 5.8 implies that N/M has
a quotient isomorphic to a nontrivial element of RC′,B× , thus N has a nontrivial
quotient isomorphic to an element of RC′,B× . It follows that N/M will have a
subquotient isomorphic to an element of RC′,B× if and only if N/M has a quotient
isomorphic to an element of RC′,B× .
Hence S1,F2(G) = B
×(G) if and only if no nontrivial quotient of N is isomorphic
to an element of RC′,B× . The result follows from Proposition 8.6. 
A particularly nice case of the above result is when we consider dihedral groups.
In the following result, φ : N→ N denotes Euler’s φ-function.
Corollary 8.8. For any positive integer n ≥ 3, εD2n : B(D2n) → B
×(D2n) is
surjective if and only if φ(n) ≡ 2 (mod 4).
Proof. Proposition 8.6, implies that εD2n will be surjective if and only if
dimF2(S{1},F2(D2n)) = dimF2(B
×(D2n)).
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Recall that by Example 5.15, if we use d : N→ N, to denote the function that counts
the number of positive divisors of any n ∈ N, then dimF2(B
×(D2n)) = d(n)+ 1 if n
is odd, and dimF2(B
×(D2n)) = d(n) + 2 if n is even. By Example 8.3, the function
s : N → N, where s(n) = S{1},F2(D2n), is equal to the number of positive divisors
d|n, such that φ(d) ≡ 2 (mod 4), plus 2 or 4, depending on whether n is odd or
even, respectively. If n ≥ 3, one can verify that s(n) = dimF2(B
×(D2n)) if and only
if φ(n) ≡ 2 (mod 4).

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